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Comparison liquid and gaseous H2 with other liquid fuels

Volumetric energy density H2 is lower than other possible energy carriers

And the other carriers can be contained in more simple conditions

gasolineNatural gas
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CG: compressed gas, L: liquid
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Hydrogen storage

inside materials

You probably have it at home: 

in a Ni-MH rechargeable battery
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Often the targets of the Department of Energy 
of the USA are quoted

www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/storage/current_technology.html

Hydrogen storage requirements
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Hydrogen storage requirements

- High capacity expressed in wt% H2 of the system
- High capacity in kg H2/L of the system
- Practical operating conditions (T and P close to RT and 1 Bar)
- Reloadable for many cycles
- Energy efficient
- Fast in loading and unloading
- Safe
- Cheap
- Environmentally sound

See also chapter 9 Gupta
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Gupta
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Newer list with 
targets: goals
are set at less
high values
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Hydrogen storage requirements 
(targets 2009)

Capacity of the system : 0.045, i.e. 4.5 wt%             2010
0.055, i.e. 5.5 wt%         2017

The system includes container, storage material, tubes, filters, shutters.

However, if in the following capacities of materials are quoted it are 
capacities of only that material, but in principle also the rest should be 
taken into account.
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Hydrogen Storage inside materials

→ An interaction is needed to bind the H2 or H inside the material.
We will look into various interaction types with interactions 
ranging from weak to strong.
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The interaction strengths have a direct effect on the operating conditions

~Increasing interaction strength →
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Weak 
Interactions

Strong 
interactions

Stated otherwise: depending on the interactions the system stores H2 or H:
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Starting from the weak interaction side:
Hydrogen storage via surface adsorption

Nanocarbons

Metal organic frameworks 
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The Langmuir Isotherm

Whenever a gas is in contact with a solid there will be an 
equilibrium established between the molecules in the 
gas phase and the corresponding adsorbed species 
(molecules or atoms) which are bound to the surface 
of the solid.

Langmuir made significant advances in the fields of physics and chemistry and 
was in 1932 awarded the Nobel Prize for his work in surface chemistry.

Irvin Langmuir 
~ 1900

Hydrogen Storage using weak interactions:
surface adsorption, physisorption
Gupta Chapter 12.
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Surface with temperature    T 

Gas with the same temperature   T 
Free gas molecules 

Adsorbed gas 
molecules 

Derivation Langmuir isotherm

- Assume that n molecules hit the surface per m2 and per s.
- Assume that they stay on average a time τ bound at the surface
- Then there are on average σ molecules at the surface with 

σ = n τ
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- Typically the residence time τ will be dependent on the adsorption 
interaction strength Eads

- with increasing T the value of τ will go down as:
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- If we now assume that there is a fixed, limited number of sites σ0

available and a molecule only sticks to the surface when it hits a free site 
σ becomes:

or  

Where                  equals the chance to hit an empty spot on the surface.
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- If we define                as the ‘surface coverage’ we get:
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It can be shown that 

So θ can be rewritten as:

Where k is defined as:

describes the coverage θ as function of P at a constant T, and is called a 

Langmuir adsorption isotherm
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Langmuir adsorption isotherms: used to measure adsorption energy
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so different T’s

Which point is highest T?

Left graph:   most right point (has therefore lowest adsorption)
Right graph: most left point (needs therefore highest pressure to reach 

the same coverage)
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Heat of Adsorption; measurement in the lab 

pV nRT=

Dewar

P,T
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Heat of Adsorption 
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Langmuir isotherm for dissociating gasses

- If gas A2 dissociates upon adsorption, forming 2 A atoms, each of them needs 
to find an empty spot. Chance is proportional to kaPN(1-θ)2.
- Likewise, chance for reassembling and desorption proportional to: kd(N θ)2
The sum leads to:

in equilibrium d θ/dt = 0 and its 

solution is

With k=ka/kd
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In principle the shape of the isotherm 
could tell if a diatomic molecule like H2

dissociates upon adsorption or not.
In practice H2 only dissociates on certain
catalyst surfaces like Pt.
It does not dissociate on for instance
graphitic surfaces.
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Additional monolayers adsorption:
the BET isotherm
If the molecules adsorb in a monolayer only, we 
have the Langmuir isotherms. If on top of such
monolayer additional monolayers can be adsorbed
(before it becomes ordinary liquid) we come into 
the regime of the BET isotherm.
BET: Brunauer, Emmett, Teller

With z=P/P* where P* equals the vapour pressure
of the liquefied gas at the same temperature.

Where                         is the difference between 
adsorption energy in the layer and the normal 
condensation energy in the liquid.
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Additional monolayers adsorption:

Would you expect that to be relevant for hydrogen storage?

In principle not because: if one monolayer is present the 
second monolayer only feels H2 molecules.
-the van der Waals interaction is that low between H2 molecules
that the boiling point is only 20 K at 1Bar…
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We are now equipped to understand hydrogen storage 
via surface adsorption
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Hydrogen storage in porous materials using surface adsorption
Also look into Gupta Ch 12
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High H-2 uptake by alkali-doped carbon nanotubes under ambient pressure and 
moderate temperatures, Science 285 (1999) 91.
Times Cited: 801

Storage of hydrogen in single-walled carbon nanotubes,
Nature 386 (1997) 377, 
Times Cited: 2473

Hydrogen storage in single-walled carbon nanotubes at room temperature,
Science 286 (1999) 1273. 
Times Cited: 1278

Warning: high storage of hydrogen in nanotubes appears false
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Capacity: @ 77K & 2Bar

Nanotubes ~ 1 wt.%

Activated C ~ 2 wt.%

Adsorption capacity of H2 on nano carbons

Example measurement:
adsorbed amount depending

on pressure

satura
tion

Nanotubes are not 
special, claims of
storage of up to 20
wt.% are false…
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Adsorption energy of H2 on nano carbons

- The stronger the adsorption interaction, the higher the 
temperature is at which H2 is released from the surface. From 
the hydrogen pressure above the sample an adsorption 
energy can be estimated                                         
of ~560K for all types                                          
of carbon.

→ nanotubes do not 

adsorb hydrogen any better

than other carbons

3 types of 
Nanocarbons
-activated carbon
-nanotubes
-nanofibres

Schimmel et al. Chem Eur J 9 (2003) 4764
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Activated carbons

Production by pyrolysis of organic
materials or artificial nanostructured
polymers
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Why is there only low adsorption in nanotubes while you would
expect a large surface  to be available?

- they spontaneously form bundles
which makes the surface area small 
- when opened they can spontaneously
close again, they can even coalesce, 
forming larger tubes

Science 288, 1226-1229 (2000)

Annealing and welding during
electron irradiation in electron
microscope

Only outer 
Surface 
accessible
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10K 40K 40K

Molecular dynamics simulations

Modeling of molecular motions based on the physical interactions
between atoms.
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Adsorption of H2 in between tubes?
No: tubes leave apparently too little space in between the tubes.
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The book (Gupta) presents theoretical simulations with very high
storage capacities, based on idealized carbon structures.

Book p 414, PhysChemChemPhys 9 (2007) 1786

Idealized carbon structures:
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Note, however: the idealized structures have not been realized in
practice. This is because the carbon cannot be structured at will,
nanotubes stick together without H2 being able to get in between, 
etc. 

Although it looks pretty
this does not happen!

- No H2 in between tubes
- No H2 inside the tubes
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What went wrong with this nanotube research?

- detection of hydrogen: by weighing. This is not easy: all 
contaminants are heavier than H2 and adsorbs much better
e.g. water adsorbs well at RT on nanotubes and is 9 times 
heavier per molecule.

- assumption that nanotubes are very different from ‘ordinary’
nanostructured activated carbons 

- contamination with some catalyst elements like Ti that store H2,

so hydrogen was detected

- early nanotube samples contained mainly soot next to minority 
of tubes. All H2 adsorption was attributed to few % tubes.
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C60 FCC crystal

Large cavities

Another nano carbon: C60
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Adsorption of H2 in between C60 Buckey balls?

Physical Review B 60 (1999) 6439.

Yes: one H2 fits in 
certain pores in 
between C60’s that have  
0.41 nm diameter (so 
that tells you how 
much space is needed).

Resulting storage 
capacity: 1 H2 on 60 C’s

1/(1+60*12) gives  low 
wt%…
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Schlapbach,Zuttel, Nature 414 (2001) 353.

Hydrogen storage capacity is proportional to surface area of the 
carbon materials.

This is at 77K, 1Bar

The specific surface area
is usually determined
by measuring the BET
isotherm of nitrogen gas
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Still theoreticians proposed
that hydrogen should 
stick to the carbon or 
modified titanium decorated 
carbon…
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Continued speculation (theory only): Ti decorated carbon nanotubes

Foreseeable problems with realizing such materials in practice: 
- TiC is formed, not nanoporous and very stable
- Or Ti forms Ti metal particles, which leads to TiH2 hydride
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Conclusion nanocarbons:

- hydrogen storage occurs only at low temperatures because the
adsorption interaction is ~ 550K or ~ 5 kJ/mol. Good for applications at low T 
only (<80K).

- The adsorption capacity is proportional to the accessible  surface 
area of the nano materials. Because nanotubes form 
bundles they have lower surface area than the best activated 
carbons.

- Unfortunately researcher have reported record storage capacities based 
on experimental errors. 
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Metal Organic Frameworks MOFs:
fully ordered crystalline nanoporous materials

O O

O O

Terephthalic acid in MOF-5  

“MOF-5”
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MOF-5      Rosi et al, Science 2003

Highly porous Metal Organic Frameworks
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The COO groups
form a cluster with
4 Zn ions and one
central O atom 

C
O Zn
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MOFs

- metal ion clusters bound by organic linker molecules with acid groups
- The framework is quite stable because of:

- the preference for certain coordinations of the metal ions by O’s 
- the rigidity of the linker molecules 

- different organic linkers can be used, making the pores larger/smaller
- surface area’s up to 4500 m2g-1 are reported

(larger than activated carbons max~2200 m2g-1)

Science 300 (2003) 1127.
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MOF5

MOF5
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In MOF5 about 1.5 wt% H2 can be stored at 77K and 1 Bar.

At elevated pressures much larger storage is possible:
Up to 11.5 wt% at 120 Bar and 77K 
(J. Am. Chem. Soc. 129 (2007) 14176)

‘Excess storage’ = total – ρbulkVpores

So this subtracts H2 in the material
that would have been stored even 
without the material being present.

Total storage in sample material
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Important questions: 
- what is adsorption interaction strength?
- where is hydrogen adsorbed in the material?
- stability of materials under hydrogen loading and unloading
- stability of materials under influence of impurities from e.g. air
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Neutron diffraction for locating D2

Phys.Rev. Lett. 95 (2005) 215504
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Macroscopic adsorption measurements

From the pressure as a function of temperature one can obtain
an adsorption temperature using Langmuir theory.
For MOF5: maximum ~ 850K
Compare nano carbons ~ 550 K

Chem.Phys. 317 (2005) 113.
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Molecular dynamics

H2 molecules in MOF5 at
150K
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Basic results MOF’s

- adsorption capacities up to ~11.5 wt. % can be obtained at 77K 
and 120 Bar
- adsorption takes place at low T
- hydrogen can be loaded and unloaded in a fast way
- different adsorption sites are present: 

-next to metal clusters
-next to organic spacer molecules
-on a second ‘layer’ in the pores

- adsorption energies are largest near the metal cluster:
~ 800K maximum next to Zn of MOF5, 
~ 500K next to organic spacers

- surprising changes in the lattice can occur (next week). 
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Sustainable Hydrogen and Electrical  Energy Storage
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What is n on slide 18?
Elementary kinetic theory: relate n to quantities we know, P,V,T

Momentum transfer p of molecules / unit time gives a force:
Momentum transfer pv of molecules with density nv, mass m, certain velocity
v⊥ A, during time interval t , and on surface A:

pv = 2 m v⊥ A (nv v⊥ A t A) = 2m nv v
2

⊥ A t A

Sum over all v’s: 

In general:                       because                       and 

2 22 v A A
v

p n mv tA Nmv tA⊥ ⊥= =∑

Only ½ the molecules fly towards surface A

2 21

3Av v⊥ = 2 2 2
x y zv v v= = 2 2 2 2

x y zv v v v+ + =

N is now the total density

2 when molecule bounces back elastically
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So

The pressure P delivered by the momentum transfer equals the momentum
transfer p divided by the time t and the surface area A:

From the Maxwell equations one can derive that 

so

21

3
p Nmv tA=

21

3
P Nmv=

( )2
21 1

3 8
v vπ=

( )21

8
P Nm vπ=

What is n ? continued
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( ) 8 8 8M

M

P PV RT
v

Nm N m mπ π π
= = =

using PVM=NMRT .  (NM number of molec in a mole, VM mol. volume, N=density)
Now we finally come to n, the flux onto a certain surface area.

( ) ( )1 1 1 8

4 4 4 2
M M M

M

N N P RT N P
n N v v

V RT m mRTπ π
= = = =

¼ results after integration over all possible angles

v.t

What is n ? continued


